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Note on lifting group actions
in fiber bundles

Kaoru ONO

1 Introduction.

Lifting problem of group actions in fiber bundles is discussed by several au
thors. In the case of torus bundles, Hattori and Yoshida [H-Y] gave a suffi
cient and necessary condition and classified such liftings in terms of equiv
arinat cohomology. Lashof, May and Segal [L-M-S] extended their result to
the case of pricipal bundles with compact abelian structure groups (see also
[MD. Roughly speaking, the problem is summarized as follows:

What is the relation between G-equivariant objects over a G-space X and
objects over Xa := EG Xa X?

Their answer is the following

Theorem([H-Y],[L-M-S]). Let G be a compact Lie group acting on X
and H a compact abelian Lie gra:up. There is a one-to-one correspondence
between the set of equivalence classes of G-equivariant principal H-bundles
over X and the set of equivalence classes of principal H-bundles over Xa .

The purpose of this paper is to give an another app"roach to this problem
and consider a similar question for Galois coverings. Lifting the G-action on
X to a principal bundle is equivalent to find a splitting homomorphism of a
certain extension of G and the problem is reduced. to Theorem (2.1). In the
course of this red.uction, we shall show the existence of a fixed point in the
moduli space of all connections on Sl-bundles under the above assumption
(see Lemma (3.2)). This lemma is valid certainly only in smooth category,
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but there is another wa.y due to Jean Lannes, which is also valid in contin·
uous category. The author is grateful to Professor Jean Lannes for helpful
discussion.

2 Preliminaries and Statement of Results.

First of all, we recall some facts on classifying spaces. Suppose we have an
exact sequence of topological (or Lie) groups

l-+H-+G-+G-+l.

Then we have a principal G-bundle

G -+ BH -+ BG.

Thus G acts on BH and (EG x BH}/G is homotopically equivalent to BG.
Hence we have a fibration BH -+ BG -+ BG. We can generalize this
construction as follows. Gacts on EG factoring through the homomorphism
G -+ G. For any G-action on EH which is an extension of the principal
H-action, the diagonal action of Gon EG x EH is free and we get BG =
(EG X EH)/C = (EG x BH)/G and the fibration BH -+ BG -+ BG.

We shall show the following theorem in §6.

Theorem (2.1). (1). Let H be a finite group. The following two conditions
are equivalent.
(i) 1 -+ H -+ G-+ G -+ 1 has a splitting.
(ii) BH -+ BG -+ BG has a cross section.
(2). Let H be a circle group st and G a compact Lie group. The following
two conditions are equivalent.
(i) A central extension 0 -+ H -+ G-+ G -+ 1 is a split exact sequence.
(ii) EH -+ BE; -+ BG has a cross section.

More precisely, there is a onü-tü-one correspondence between splittings
in (i) and homotopy classes of cross sections in (ii).

Next we recall the following

Fact (2.2)([A-B In. Let P -+ X be a principal H-bundle, and Q(P) the
gauge transformation group of P. Then B9(P) ~ Mapp(X, EH), where
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Mapp(X, EH) denotes the space of classifying mappings of P ~ X. More
precisely, we have a univ~rsal principal fibration

Q(P) -r MapH (P, EH) ~ Mapp(X, EH).

Here MapH (P, EH) denotes the space of H-equivariant mappings from P to
EH.

Remark. In this result, H need not be a finite group or SI.

Let P -+ X be an SI-bundle, and G a compact Lie group acting on X.
If the G-action lifts to P commuting with the principal SI-action, we get an
SI-bundle over X a by the Borel construction

PG := EG Xa P ~ Xa := EG xa X.

The problem is the converse. Actually there is a theorem.

Theorem (2.3)([H-Y],(L-M-S]). There is a one-to-one correspondence be
tween the following two objects.
(1) isomorphism classes of G-equivariant SI-bundles over X.
(2) isomorphism classes of Sl-bundles over X a.

Remark. Hattori and Yoshida treated the case of principal torus bundles and
Lashof, May and Segal treated the case of principal bundles with compact
abelian groups.

In the case of Galois covering spaces, we shall show the following

Theorem (2.4). Let r be a discrete group. There is a one-to-one corre
spondence between the following two objects.
(1) equivalence classes of G-equivariant f-bundles over X.
(2) equivalence classes of r-bundles over X a .

Theorem (2.5). Let r be a discrete group and X ~ X a f-covering space.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the following two objects.
(1) G-actions on X which covers the G-action on X.
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(2)_isomorphism classes of covering spaces over XG whose restriction to X
is X -+ X.

Remark. In Theorem (2.5), G-actioos 00 X oeed not to commute with
r -action and covering spaces over Xa need not be Galois r -covering spaces.

Theorem (2.3) and Theorem (2.4) imply the theorem for compact abelian
structure groups (Theorem in Introduction).

3 Proof of Theorem (2.3).

If P -+ X is a G-equivariant SI-bundle, we get Pa ~ Xa by the Borel
construction. We will show the following

Claim (3.1). If P -+ X extends to an SI-bundle j5 -+ Xa , then the
G-actioo 00 X lifts to P.

We assurne that X is a manifold and P -+ X is a smooth principal SI
bUDdle. In fact, we can get an exact sequence (3.3) for P -+ X in topological
category (due to Jean Lannes), and the rest of the proof continues in the same
way. Let B(P) be the set of gauge equivalence classes of all connections on
P. Then G acts on B(P). We shall show the following lemma in §5.

Lemma (3.2). If P -+ X extends to an SI-bundle P -+ Xa , then the
fixed point set B(P)G is not empty.

Fixing a connection \T which represents a fixed point in B(P)G, we get
the following extension of G by SI

(3.3)

where Gconsists of all bundle automorphisms of P which covers some 9 E G
action on X and preserve the connection \T. The exact sequence (3.3) is split
exact if and only if the G-action lifts to P as bundle automorphisms.
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By Theorem (2.1), it is sufficient to show Claim (3.1) that the correspond
ing fibration

ha.s a cross section. Since SI is a subgroup of 9(P) consisting of gauge trans
formations which preserve the connection 'V, BSI ia considered as E9(P)/SI,
namely we have a universal SI-fibration

~ ~ J
G acts on P from the left, hence G acts on" Maps (P, ES l ) from the right.
This action decends to aG-action on MapsJ (P, ESl )/SI. Thus Be ia rep
resented by

Since P~ XG is an SI-bundle, we have a classifying mapping

rp defines a cross section of

Hence Theorem (2.1) yields the conclusion.
Next, we proceed to the one-to--one correspondence. If P and P' are dis

tinct SI-bundles over X G , then their classifying mappings are not homotopic.
Hence again the conclusion follows from Theorem (2.1).

4 Proof of Theorem (2.4) and (2.5).

Proof of Theorem {2.4}. Far a G-equivariant r-bundle, we get a r-bundle
Y aver Xa by the Borel construction. We shall show the converse.
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Let A be the center of the opposite group fOP of f, then A is identified- \

with the gauge transformation group of the f-bundle X -+ X'. Thus we get
the following exact sequence

1 -+ A -+ G-+ G -+ 1,

where G is the group consisting of all bundle automorphisms of X -+ X
which cover some 9 E G action on X. By Fact (2.2), BA is represented
by Mapx(X' Er) and G acts on Mapx(X, Br) from the right through the

G-action on X from the left. Thus we get BG = {EG x Mapx(X, Br)}/G.
The classifying mapping of Y -+ Xa defines a cross section of Ba -+ BG.
The rest of the praof continues as in the one of Theorem (2.3).

Proof of Theorem (2.5). If the G-action lifts to X, which may not
comrnute with covering transformations, we get a covering space Y aver X a ,
which may not be a r·Galois covering space, by the Borel construction. We
shall show the converse.

As in the proof of Theorem (2.4), there is the following exact sequence

1 -+ rop -+ G-+ G -+ 1,

where G ia the group consisting of all self mappings of X which cover some
9 E G action on X and rop is the group of covering transformations, the
multiplication of which is composition of mappings.

Claim (4.1). Bf<>P is represented by Mapx(X, Br)/(rOp / A).

First of all, we define the (f'OP / A)-action on Mapx(X, Br). By the Milnor
construction, we can consider Er as the infinite join of rand Br as the
quotient of Er by the diagonal r·action from the right. In this model, we
have a natural homomorphsim B : Aut(r) --+ Homeo(Bf). More precisely,
for a homomorphism a : f -+ f', we have the following commutative diagram

Er ~ Ef'
! !

Er ~ Ef'

and
Eo:(x .,) = Eo(x) . 0(,)
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Ad(,) denotes the inner automorphism of r by " and we get the following
commutative diagrarn

Er E~-r) Er R.Q) Er

! ! !
Er B~..,) Er ~ Er

where R(,) is the ,-action from the right.

Remark. R: r -+ rop is an anti-isomorphism.

Subclaim (4.2). 1/;(,):= R(,) 0 EAd(,) is f-equiva.riant.

Praof·

1/;(;)(R(,')x) = R(,) 0 EAd(,) 0 R(,')(x)

= R(,) 0 R(Ad(,),') 0 EAd(,)(x)
- R(,') 0 R(,) 0 EAd(,)(x)
= R(,') 0 1/;(, )(x) . 0

Thus we have the f·action on Ef from the left, hence the raP-action on Er
from the right, which ioduces the rop-action on Mapr(X, Er) from the right.

Subclaim (4.3). A acts on Mapx(X, Er) trivially.

Proo/. It is obvious, since A is the center of r op. 0

Praof 0/ Claim (4.1).
universal rOP-bundle

Since rap acts on Mapr(X, Er) freely, we get a

We proceed to the definition of the G-actioo on Mapx(X, Br)/(fOP/ A).
G acts on fOP by conjugation, which ·we denote p : G -+ Aut(rOP ). Through
conjugation by the a.nti-isomorphism R : r -+ rop , we also have a homo
morphsim p. : (j -+ Aut(f). We defioe tbe G-action from the right as
folIows:
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9 E G maps

X i Er-+

! !
x I Er-+

to
X 9 x j

Er
Ep·(g-l )

Er-+ -+ -+

! ! ! !
x 9 X I Er

Bp·(g-l)
Er.-+ -+ -+

Claim (4.4). Ep·(g-l) 0 i 0 9 : X -+ Er is r-equivariant.

Proof. Since G acts on roP ·by conjugation, we have

go R(,)(x) =R(p·(g),) 0 g(x) for x E X.

Thus we get

Ep·(g-l) 0 j 0 go R(,)(x) = Ep·(g-l) 0 j 0 R(p·(g),) 0 g(x)

- Ep·(g-l) 0 R(p·(g)j) 0 j 0 g(x)

= R(p·(g-l) 0 p.(g)(,» 0 Ep·(g-l) 0 j 0 g(x)

= R(,) o Ep·(g-l) ojog(x). 0

Claim (4.5). The above G-action is an extension of the principal fOP-action
on Mapr(X,Er).

Proof. It is easy to see that

p(R(j»R(e) = R(,-l . ~ ',)

and by the definition

p·(g)(e) = R- 1
0 p(g) 0 R(e).

Therefore we get Ad(,) = p·(R(,-l », hence

Ep·(R(,)-l) 0 j 0 R(,) - EAd(,) 0 j 0 R(,)

- EAd(,) 0 R(,) 0 j
- R(j) 0 EAd(,) 0 j .0
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BG
11

-+ BG.

-+ {EG x Mapj(X, Bf)/(roP/A)}/G -+

II
BG

Since the diagonal action of Gon EG X Mapr(X, Ef) is free, we have a
universal (;.bundle

G-+ EG x Mapr(X,Ef) -+ {EG x Mapr(X, Ef)}/G.

Since {EG x Mapr(X, Ef)}/G = {EG x Mapj(X, Bf)/(fOP
/ A}} /G, we get

a fiber bundle

Mapj(X, Bf)/(fOP
/ A)

lj
BfOP

Although Y -+ XG is not a Galois r-covering spaee, we ean get a "family of
classifying mappings" to a eertain Bf-bundle over BG.

.r(r) -+ BG denotes the bundle of covering transformation groups of a
family of eovering spaces Y -+ X a parametrized by BG, namely F(f)lp ia
the covering transformation group of Ylp -+ Xal pfor p E BG. Then we have
a fa.mily of universal bundles .r(Er) -+ .r(Bf)(-+ BG). Hy the standard
obstruetion theoretical argument, we get a family of c1assifying mappings

-+ .r(Ef}
!

-+ .r(Bf)
!

BG.

Y
!

XG

!
BG -

Remark that the ambiguity of identification between tbe covering transfor
mation group of X -+ X and fis inner automorphisms of f. Thus the family
of classifying mappings determines a cross section of

BG = {EG x Mapj(X, Bf)/(foP/A)}G -+ BG.

Tbe rest of tbe proof continues in a similar way as in Theorem (2.3).

Remark. A cross section of BG -+ BG is also given in the following way.
XG -+ BG is a fiber bundle associated to tbe universal bundle EG -+ BG and
the principal bundle associated to Y -+ BG is a G-bundle. The classifying
mapping of this G-bundle gjves a cross section of BG -+ BG. This argument
also works for proof of Theorem {2.3} and (2.4).
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5 Proof of Lemma (3.2).

Let w be aG-invariant 2-form representing the real first Chern dass Cl (P)R.
According to the de Rham model of the equivariant cohomology [A-B 11],
aG-invariant dosed 2-fonn '1 on X extends to a closed 2-form on XG if
and only if i(g)'1 E 511(X; g.)G is exa.ct, where i(g) is the interior product
by fundamental vector fields of the G-a.ction, i.e. there exists a g*.valued
G-equivariant function JJ : X -+ g* such that dp + i(g)'1 = o. Let I) be a
connection on EG -+ BG and n its curvature form. Using the connection
0, we can extend '1 to a vertical 2·form '1G. p extends to PG : EG XG X -+

EG XAd. g*. Then it is easy to see that ~ := '1G+ < Pa, 51 > is a closed
2-form on XG • Since H2 (BG; R) -+ H2lXaj R) -+ H2(Xj R)G is an exact
sequence, the real cohomology dass CI(P)R is represented by w' = w+ ~,

where ~ is a horizontal 2-form coming from BG. We fix a connection V' on
P -+ XG whose curvature is Cl. Let '\l be the restrietion of '\l to X. We
shall show that the gauge equivalence dass of V is a G-fixed point in B(P).

Connections V and V' are gauge equivalent if and only if the correspond
ing holonomies for aII loops are same. Let 1 be a loop in X. For each 9 E G,
there is a loop 1in BG whose holonomy with respect to 8 is g. The parallel
translation of ., along 1defines a cylinder C in XG whose boundaries are .,
and g', in X. Then we get

hol(g . ,) . hol(,)-l = exp 21ri fc cl.

Since w' is a sum of a vertical 2-forrn and horizontal 2-forms, the integration
on the right hand side va.nishes. Hence g*V and V" are gauge equivalent.

6 Proof of Theorem (2.1).

It is obvious that the condition (i) implies the condition (ii). We will show
the converse and the one-tü-one correspondence.

(1). The case that H is a discrete group.

Ir there is a. cross section of EH -+ Ba -+ BG, we have a splitting as H-
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spa.ces of nBH ---+ nBO ---+ nBG, which is homotopically equivalent to the
covering group H ---+ G ---+ G. Hence we have a homotopy left inverse S of
G---+ G, which means that (; consists of eopies of G as a topologieal spa.ce.
Since s is a splitting as H-spa.ces, the image of s is a subgroup of G. Thus
we get a splitting. The one-to-one correspondence is clear from the above
argument.

(2). The ease that H is SI.

First of aIl, we assume that G is connected. Tbe following simplified argnu
ment is due to Jean Lannes.

Note tbat BS I is a H-space and BS I ---+ BQ ---+ BG is a principal BS l


bundle. Existence of a cross seetion of this bundle is equivalent to existence
of a splitting B f; ---+ BSI. By applying the loop funetor, we get a continuous
mapping G ---+ SI which is a homotopic left inverse of the inclusion SI ---+ G.
The conclusion follows from the following

Lemma (6.1). Let K be a compa.ct connected Lie group. Then we have

where HOIIlc(K, SI) = {f : K ---+ S I I continuous homomorphism }.

Proof. Since SI is a K(Z, 1) space, 1t'oMap(K, SI) is isomorphie to Hl(K, Z)
= Hom(1t'IK;Z). It is enough to show that Hom(1rlK;Z) ~ HOIIlc(K, SI).
For any compact Lie group K, there is a finite eovering group K whieh is
isomorphie to K. x T', where Ka is a 1-eonnected compact semi-simple Lie
group and T' is a toral group. Let r be the kernel of K ---+ K. Then we have
the following commutative diagram.

o ---+ Hoffic(!(, SI)
1

o ---+ Hom(1rlK, Z)

---+ HOITlc(!(, 8 1) ---+

!
---+ Hom(1t'IK, Z) ---+

Hom(r, SI)

!
Ext l (r, Z)

where the first two column homomorphisms are induced homomorphisms
between fundamental groups, the last one is an isomorphism by definition,
and the lower exact sequence is a consequence of the exaet sequence 0 ---+

1rlK ---+ 1rlK ---+ r ---+ O. Since HOITlc(Ks , 8 1
) is a singleton consisting of the
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trivial homomorphism, the middle eolumn homomorphism is an isomorphism.
Therefore we get HOffic(K, SI) ~ Hom(1rlK, Z). 0

Sinee the set of homotopy classes of cross seetions of BG -+ BG is isomor
phie to 1roMap(BG, BSl

), Lemma (6.1) yields the one-to-one eorrespondenee.
Next we prove Theorem (2.1) in ea.se that G is a finite group. Let n be the
order of G and G = {x E Glxn = I}. Then we have a principal SI-bundle
SI -+ BG -Jo BG. Pulling baek this SI-bundle by the section s : BG -+ BG,
we get a principal SI-bundle over BG and denote it E -+ BG. Sinee G is a
finite group, H2 (BG; Z) is a finite module. Henee there is an positive integer
k such that k· Cl (E) = 0, Le. the k· th tensor produet E0k of the SI_bundle E
is trivial. It is easy to see that the k-th tensor produet of SI -+ BG -+ BG is
isomorphie to SI -+ BGCk) -+ BG, where GCk) = {x E Glxnk = I}. Therefore
the pull back of SI -+ BGO:) -+ BG by the seetion s : BG -+ BG is trivial,
whieh yields that there is a homotopie left inverse of BC;.Ck) -+ BG. eCk) is
a eentral extension of G by Z/nkZ, and we get a splitting homomorphism
G -+ eCk). (In fact, its image is eontained in e.) The eomposition of this
homomorphism with the inclusion mapping eCk) -+ G is a desired splitting
homomorphism G -+ G. The one-to-one eorrespondenee is redueed to the
ease that H is a finite group. 0

We proeeed to the ease of a general compa.ct Lie group G. Let Go and
Go denote the identity component of Gand G respectively and r = GIGo.
We have the following commutative diagra.rn.

0 -+ SI -+ Go -+ Go -+ 1

11 ! !
0 -+ SI -+ G -+ G -+ 1

! !
r - r

Pulling back the section s : BG -+ Ba by the bundle mapping

BSI = BSt

! !
BGo -+ BG

! !
BGo -+ BG,
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we get a section of BGo --+ BGo. Hence there is a splitting homomorphism
tP : Go --t Go of 0 --t SI --t Go --t Go --t 1. We shall show the following
lemma later.

Lemma (6.2). Im(tP) is anormal subgroup of G.

Let r be G/ Im( tP). Then we can show the following

Claim (6.3). BSI -+ BI' --t Bf admits a section, hence 0 --t SI --t f --t

f --t 1 is split exa.ct.

Froof· We have the following diagram

BGo --t BG -+ Br
! !i s !

BGo --t BG --t Br.
Since BGo is l-connected, we have a section t : Bf(2) --t BG of BG --+ Br
over the 2-skeleton Bf(2). Composing s 0 t with the mapping BG --t BI',
we have a section s' of Br --t Bf. Since the restriction of s to BGo is
homotopic to the mapping BGo --t BGo induced by the homomorphism ,p
and the composition of tP with Go --t G --t f is trivial, s' extends over the
3-skeleton. Meanwhile 1rk(BS1) vanishes for k ~ 3, therefore s' extends over
Ef. 0

Recall the following diagram

Go --t G --t f
! ! !

Go --+ G --t f.

The pull back of the splitting homomorphism f --+ f by the homomorphism
G --+ r gives a splitting homomorphism G --+ G. 0

Froo! o! Lemma (6.2). ,p corresponds to a section So of BGo --+ EGo which
is the restriction of s : BG --+ BG.

BG =
!

BG =

{Ef x BGo}/f
!

{Er x BGo}/f
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In the above diagram, r action on BGo and BGo is the action of r = GIGa =
GIGa on BGo = (EG}/Go and BGo = (EG}/Go, and ;j; and "p denote these
actions respectively. Since.so is the restriction of .s, .so is equivariant under ;j;
and "p, i.e. So is invariant under r action on Map(BGo, BGo). On the other
hand, Gand G act on Go and Go by conjugation, which induces the action
on BGo and BGo (see §4), and rp and 'P denote these actions respectively.
Then the following two cornmutative diagra.ms

BGo
~b) BGo-+

! !
BGo

wh)
BGo-+

and
BGo

;(.q-t) BGo-+

! !
BGo

rp(g-t)
BGo-+

are homotopically equivalent if9 and 9 are lifts of I with respect to homomor
phisms G-+ rand G -+ r respectively. Hence the one-to-one correspondence
statement for the connected Lie graup Go yields that 4> = Ad(g) 0 cP 0 Ad(g)-1 .

Hence Im(4)) is anormal subgroup of G. The one-to-one correspondence fol
lows from the one for Go and the one for r. 0
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